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 Cognate/Dummy (verb) object construction  
 
The term ‘cognate/dummy (verb) object constructions’ 
(henceforth DVOCs) used here refers to verb-object 
phrases where either the verb or the object is a ‘dummy’ 
element. This term intends to capture the fact that 
several Chinese counterparts of some English intransitive 
verbs are syntactically transitive. These verbs, in fact, 
require a complement or a direct object, and they have 
always a generic activity meaning, in the sense that the 
action denoted by the verbs is not applied to any one 
specific object. The activity reading of DVOCs is usually 
expressed with a single verb in languages like English. 
Take for instance the Mandarin DVOC dăpēntì 打喷嚏 
‘sneeze’ and chī fàn 吃飯 ‘eat’, respectively in the 
examples (1) and (2): 
(1) 打 喷嚏 
dă pēntì  
hit sneeze 
‘sneeze’ 
(2) 吃 飯 
chī fàn 
 eat rice 
‘eat.’ 
 In DVOCs, either the verb does not seem to contribute 
very much to the meaning of the verb phrase as a whole 
(in which case it is called “dummy verb”), like in (1); 
or it is the object that does not contribute much to the 
meaning (in which case it is called “dummy object”), like 
in (2). The DVOC in (1) is interpreted in the same way as 
the English intransitive verb to sneeze. The verb dă 打 is 
analyzed as dummy verb. If taken alone, the meaning of dă 
is ‘hit’. When combined with different complements, dă 
gives rise to different interpretations. For instance, if 
dă is followed by diànhuà 電話 ‘telephone’, the verb and 
object together mean ‘make a phone call’. If dă is 
combined with the noun gé 嗝‘hiccup’, dă gé 打嗝 means ‘to 
hiccup’. In the example (2), the DVOC chī fàn 吃飯 ‘eat 
rice’ has a generic activity reading ‘eat’, in which the 
action of eating is not applied to any specific object of 
eating. In this respect, the object fàn 飯 ‘rice’ is not 
referential and is defined as a cognate or prototypical 
object. If we compare fàn with a non-prototypical object 
like miàn 麵 ‘noodles’ as the object selected by the verb 
chī 吃, miàn is interpreted as referential and 
compositionally contributes its meaning to the verb 
phrase: chī miàn 吃麵 does not denote the generic activity 
of ‘eating’ or ‘eating rice’, but only the activity of 
 ‘eating noodles’. Contrarily, chī fàn can be actually 
used also to indicate the action of eating something 
different from rice, like noodles. Despite the two 
apparently clear-cut cases illustrated above, the 
classification of Chinese DVOCs is in itself not so 
clear-cut and is a much debated issue in the Chinese 
linguistics literature.  
In previous studies, many authors investigated whether 
DVOCs are compounds or not. Chao (1968) proposes a set of 
criteria to identify compounds in Chinese (see also Lu 
1964 and Lü 1979): (i) part of the item is neutral-toned; 
(ii) part of the item is a bound form; (iii) the parts 
are inseparable from each other (see also Zhao 1984); 
(iv) the internal structure is exocentric; (v) the 
meaning of the whole is not derived compositionally from 
the meaning of its parts (see also Lin 1953:6, Yang 
1957:67, Zhong 1955:41-42). The set of criteria proposed 
by Chao is intended as a diagnostic for recognizing 
compounds among verb-object structures in Chinese. 
According to Chao, meeting one criterion is a sufficient 
condition for a verb-object structure to be qualified as 
a compound. Many authors (Feng 1998, Li and Thompson 
1981, Huang 1984) criticize Chao’s criteria. Huang (1984) 
shows that Chao’s criteria can be reduced to one single 
criterion, the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis (LIH) 
(Jackendoff 1972): “No phrase-level rule may affect a 
 proper subpart of a word.” In other words, information 
regarding the internal structure of words is inaccessible 
to rules that apply in syntax. By applying the LIH and 
testing the rule of lexicalization, Huang investigates 
whether verb-object structures are words or phrases, 
arguing that the process of word formation has affected 
various verb-object structures at various degrees. The 
first group encompasses the verb-object combinations that 
are completely lexicalized and they are truly inseparable 
compounds, like zhù-yì 注意/pour-meaning/ ‘pay attention’, 
chū-băn 出版 /go out-edition/ ‘publish’, tí-yì 提議 /carry-opinion/ ‘propose’. 
The second group includes verb-object combinations that 
may have an additional direct object, but are separable 
when they do not take such an object, like fù-zé 負責 /carry 
on the back-duty/ ‘being in charge of’, bāng-máng 幫忙 /help-busy/ ‘help’, 
dān-xīn 擔心/carry-heart/ ‘worry’: compare for instance 
example (3), where dān-xīn is followed by the additional 
object  nĭ  你 ‘you’, with example in (4) where dān and xīn 
are separated by shénme 甚麼 ‘what’: 
(3) 我擔心你。 
Wŏ dān-xīn nĭ. 
1S carry-heart you 
 ‘I worry about you.’ 
(4) 他擔甚麼心？ 
 Tā dān shénme xīn? 
3S carry what  heart 
‘He was worried about what?’ 
(Lit. ‘He carried which heart?’) 
(Huang 1984: 64) 
 
 They are not compounds but “inherent phrases” specified 
in the lexicon as idioms, which undergo the 
lexicalization process and become compounds under certain 
syntactic environments. In a third group, Huang puts 
verb-object combinations that are phrases that cannot 
undergo synchronic lexicalization, like kāi dāo 开刀/open-
knife/ ‘operate on’ and tiào wŭ 跳舞 /jump-dance/ ‘dance’, 
buō pí 剝皮// ‘peel’，dă diànhuà 打電話/hit-telephone/ ‘make 
a phone call’，dă ěrguāng 打耳光 //‘slap’，kāi wánxiào 開玩笑 
//‘make fun of’. They can be “separated” in a number of 
ways (see example (5)) and are semantically understood as 
intransitive (see (6)) or transitive (see (7) where the 
direct object is modified by a possessive phrase) or, but 
cannot take an outer object or be modified by a duration 
or frequency adverbial without the verb undergoing 
reduplication (see example (8)). 
  
 (5) 昨天我給他打了電話。 
  Zuótiān wŏ gěi tā dă le diànhuà 
 Yesterday 1S to 3S hit ASP telephone 
 ‘Yesterday I called him.’ 
(6) 我跟他開玩笑。 
Wŏ gēn tā kāiwánxiào 
1S with 3S joke 
‘I am joking with him’ 
(Li and Thompson 1981: 78, ex.149) 
(7) 我開他的玩笑。 
Wŏ kāi tā de wánxiào 
1S open 3S DET joke 
‘I made fun of him.’ 
(Li and Thompson 1981:78, ex.150) 
 
(8)  他們跳舞跳了三個小時。 
Tāmen  tiào wŭ tiào le sān ge
 xiăoshí. 
 3PL  jump dance jump ASP three CL
 hour 
‘They have been dancing for three hours.’ 
 
In agreement with Huang’s proposal, Paul (1988:chapter 
2) also rejects the idea that items like kāi dāo 開刀(open 
knife) ‘to operate’ are compounds.   
 Cheng and Sybesma (1998) focus on DVOCs whose object 
does not contribute much to the meaning of the 
constructions, such as păo bù 跑步/run-step/ ‘to run’, chī 
fàn 吃飯 /eat-rice/ ‘to eat’, or z u lù  走路 /walk-road/ ‘to 
walk’. They claim that these verbs are similar in the 
sense that both can be used transitively to yield a 
generic activity reading: the object is not interpreted 
as referential, but as prototypical. However, they point 
out that these verbs belong to two groups that differ 
from each other in that, in the intransitive reading, chī 
吃‘eat’ requires the object fàn 飯 ‘rice’ to be always 
overtly syntactically present, while the object bù 步
‘step’ is optional with păo 跑‘run’. Interestingly, as 
Cheng and Sybesma (1998) observe, if a verb like chī  
lacks the overt complement, the generic activity reading 
disappears and the covert object is interpreted as 
referential. Cheng and Sybesma thus suggest that it is 
possible to distinguish some verb-object combinations 
with and without the overt object on the basis of their 
syntactic and semantic behavior, and that it is possible 
to trace them back to different underlying structures. 
They show that păo ‘run’ without overt syntactic object 
shifts to an ergative interpretation. Moreover, on the 
basis of Hale and Keyser’s (1993, 1998) work, they 
propose that the underlying representation of păo bù 跑步
 corresponds to a class of unergative verbs, distinct from 
the laugh class (i.e. denominal verbs).  
  Lin (2001) investigates verb-objects like dă diànhuà 
打電話 /hit-telephone/ ‘to make a phone call’. Lin proposes 
that verbs like dă 打 are overt light verbs that can take 
a noun to form a predicative expression: dă cannot assign 
any theta role to its arguments, thus it is plausible to 
postulate independent heads responsible for the different 
thematic relations (see also Huang 1997).  
   In more recent work, Badan (2013) proposes a new set 
of criteria and a syntactic analysis to explain the 
semantic and syntactic behavior that set apart DVOCs from 
verb-object compounds and further distinguish distinct 
groups among DVOCs, proposing a different syntactic 
structure for each group. The first group includes true 
compounds like zhù-yì 注意 /pour-meaning/ ‘to pay 
attention’, which in fact has been already analyzed by 
Huang (1984). In the remaining three cases all involve 
the verb-object phrases whose verb and object are 
syntactically independent from each other. In the second 
and in the third group the “dummy” element is the object; 
in one case it is selected by the verb with the theta 
role of “patient” like fàn 飯 in chī fàn 吃飯 /eat-rice/ 
‘to eat’ (cf. (2)), in the other case it does not have 
the role of “patient”, like lù  路 in zŏu lù 走路/walk-road/ 
 ‘walk’. In the fourth group the “dummy” element is the 
verb. As in the case of dă 打 in dă pēntì 打喷嚏(hit 
sneeze) ‘sneeze’ ( cf. (1)), the verb has “light 
semantics” and it has different and (apparently) 
unrelated interpretations when combined with different 
complements. 
 Despite the numerous studies on DVOCs, it is still not 
clear how and why these verb-object phrases have appeared 
diachronically and whether such structures can tell us 
something about the development and the analyticity of 
Chinese.  
Finally, it is important to point out that the DVOCs are 
not a phenomenon limited to Chinese, they are also found 
at least in West-African (Essegbey 1999 for Ewe) and 
Indo-Pacific languages (Davies 1981 for Kobon) (see Badan 
2013). In some studies this construction is also termed 
pseudo noun incorporation construction (Massam 2001 on 
Niuean), or light-verb construction (Butt 2010). 
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BRIEF SUMMARY 
This entry concerns verb-object constructions in Mandarin, which are verbs that necessarily take an 
overt object. I illustrate the different criteria to classify this type of constructions proposed in the 
linguistic literature, providing evidence for different classes characterized by different syntactic 
properties. 
